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1 Introduction 

The Tasmanian wildlife rehabilitation sector (the sector) undertakes rescue, rehabilitation and release of injured and orphaned native wildlife in the 

state. Current participants in the sector include: 

• Wildlife rescue and rehabilitation groups 

• Individual wildlife rehabilitators  

• The Tasmanian Wildlife Rehabilitation Council (TWRC) 

• Wildlife Information, Rescue and Education Services (WIRES) 

• Specialist wildlife rehabilitation facilities, including a wildlife hospital 

• Private veterinary clinics 

• Wildlife Parks and Zoos; and 

• The Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water and Environment 

Over the past few years the sector has identified many challenges that it is facing, which include: 

• Fragmentation and lack of collaboration between organisations, groups and individuals. This has led to disagreements on matters such as roles 

and responsibilities, standards of care, training, succession planning and sector governance; 

• Lack of effective support, recruitment and retention of community volunteers who undertake wildlife rehabilitation. This has led to some 

community volunteers feeling pressure to provide more volunteer hours than they would prefer, and in some cases has resulted in compassion 

fatigue and disengagement; and 

• Make-shift arrangements for the placement of injured and orphaned wildlife. Without a more effective system it will be difficult to respond to an 

increasing number of wildlife rescues and rehabilitation. 

The sector has indicated, in various ways, that it is keen to see a more sustainable and community-led approach to wildlife rehabilitation. 

In March 2021, the Department organised a workshop with representatives from the wildlife rehabilitation sector to develop a more strategic approach 

to community-based wildlife rehabilitation in Tasmania. Development of a Wildlife Rehabilitation Sector Strategy for Tasmania was agreed as critical for 

gathering input from the sector and making a positive change to the wildlife rehabilitation sector in Tasmania. Participants at the workshop: 

• Gave in principle support for the development of a community-led Wildlife Rehabilitation Sector Strategy; 

• Endorsed the creation of a Coordinating Body to oversee the development of the Strategy; 
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• Identified key Focus Areas of the strategy, namely: 

o Standards of Care and Training; 

o Community Engagement; 

o Recruitment, Retention, and Succession Planning; 

o Wildlife Rehabilitation Coordination;  

o Volunteer Support and Culture; and 

• Developed a set of Guiding Principles for the sector. 

The Department of Primary, Industries, Parks, Water and Environment (DPIPWE) has engaged WLF Accounting & Advisory to help with the process. 

WLF will be gathering information from the sector and working with the Coordinating Body to develop the Strategy. 

The process for developing the Strategy is summarised in the diagram below: 

 

If you have any questions about this project, please contact the Coordinating Body via CoordinatingBody@dpipwe.tas.gov.au or phone 6165 4350. 

mailto:CoordinatingBody@dpipwe.tas.gov.au
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2 About the Survey 

The Coordinating Body agreed to conduct a survey of people across the 

whole sector, to ensure that people have as many opportunities as 

possible to participate in developing the Strategy. 

This summary of survey results will be provided to the Working Groups. 

The Working Groups will be meeting in August and September. Each 

Working Group will work on one of the Key Focus Areas (see image).  

The aim of the summary is to provide the Working Groups with 

information about: 

• The opinions of people from across the whole sector; and 

• Issues and ideas about all of the Focus Areas, so that they can 

consider the ‘big picture’ when working on their particular Focus 

Area. 

The survey was emailed to everyone on DPIPWE’s contact lists for the sector, and was also circulated by members of the Coordinating Body through 

their own networks. A contact phone number was included in the survey so that people could get help to complete the survey if needed. 

The survey was open from Thursday 15 July until Monday 2 August inclusive. A total of 150 responses were received. The survey questions are recorded 

at the back of this document. All questions were optional. 

We 

are 

here 
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3 Who Participated in the Survey? 

The first question in the survey asked, “What is your role in the sector?” Respondents could select more than one option.  

 
* Unfortunately, due to an error in setting up this option, the options for ‘Member of Wildcare’ and ‘Employee of a Private Veterinary Clinic’ were accidentally combined into one option. 

It is not possible to separate the data from this option into the two categories. Some people used the ‘Other’ option to state that they work in a veterinary clinic or are a member of 

Wildcare – we have captured these responses separately as ‘Other – Veterinary sector’ and ‘Other – Wildcare’.  

Other - Member of Wildcare

Other - Other

Member of Central Highlands Wildlife Group

Member of Tasmanian Emergency Animal Management (emergency…

Member or Employee of a specialist wildlife rehabilitation facility

Employee/Volunteer of a Wildlife Park or Zoo

Other - Veterinary sector

Member of Wildcare Employee of a Private Veterinary Clinic*

Member of The Tasmanian Wildlife Rehabilitation Council (TWRC)

Member of wildlife rescue and rehabilitation groups (other)

Member of Bonorong Wildlife Rescue

Individual wildlife rehabilitator

0 20 40 60 80 100 120

Number of respondents

What is your role in the sector? You can select more than one option.
(136 responses, 14 skipped this question)
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4 Key Messages 

This part of the report summarises the key messages (or themes) from the survey responses. 

Why it matters 

Throughout the survey, people expressed their passion about and commitment to caring for our native wildlife.  

It was also clear that people would like to be able to work together better and ensure we care about each other. 

“This is long overdue and a chance to leapfrog from the expectations of today's wildlife rehab and release sector to one of that expected by society in 

years to come. Well done. Collaboration is key.” 

 

What we do and how we do it 

People talked about the need for clear processes that connect all the steps: 

 

 

Rescue and 
first aid

Veterinary 
assessment & 

treatment

Carer 
placement and 

support

Rehab and 
release 

planning
Release

Post-release 
follow-up

Planning for care and release

Training, coordination, support and supervision

Record-keeping and data collection
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Who needs to be involved to achieve the best outcomes for wildlife rehabilitation? 

When we analysed the responses to all of the survey questions, 

we noticed that people’s responses identified lots of different 

groups that have a part to play in achieving the best outcomes 

for wildlife. These are listed here and summarised in the diagram 

(right): 

• Rescuers  

• Veterinary sector – vets, nurses, technicians 

• Wildlife hospitals 

• Carers / rehabilitators 

• Landowners (release sites) 

• Coordinators:  

o Species-based 

o Location-based 

• Mentors 

• Trainers 

• DPIPWE 

• Scientists especially University of Tasmania  

• Whole community: 

o People who find injured animals 

o Schools 

o Farmers 

o Shooters  

o Police… 
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What needs to be in place? 

Across all the survey questions, several key elements were 

consistently identified as necessary for the sector to 

succeed. These are listed below and illustrated in the 

diagram (right):  

• A governing body to provide leadership and oversight for 

the sector; 

• Access to resources and funding; 

• Rules about how we work together: 

o Safe and inclusive culture; 

o Policies / procedures; 

• Evidence-based standards for treatment, care. 

rehabilitation and release of wildlife and accountability 

and enforcement of standards; 

• Training and education for:  

o Volunteers;  

o Veterinary sector; 

o Community; 

• Better community awareness about the sector including 

how to protect wildlife, where to get help for injured and 

orphaned wildlife, and recruitment of new volunteers; 

• Coordination of the placement of animals and support 

for volunteers (which may include a register of 

volunteers to assist with this); and 

• Data and records: 

o Record-keeping; 

o Data collection; 

o Analysis so we can learn and improve. 
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5 Focus Areas 

This section of the report summarises the key themes and suggestions for each of the Focus Areas. 

5.1 Community Engagement 

Community Engagement means: 

‘How the sector interacts and collaborates with the broader community on the topic of injured and orphaned wildlife.’ 

5.1.1 What does it look like when we get it right? 

We asked the sector, “In your opinion, what does excellent Community Engagement look like?” We received 78 responses, which are summarised below. 

In your opinion, what does excellent Community Engagement look like? 

Themes Examples of what the sector said 

Outcomes 

• For wildlife 

• Community 

education leading 

to awareness and 

support 

• Stewardship – 

community has a 

sense of shared 

responsibility 

• “High levels of community engagement should be reflected in a sustained reduction in the number of wild animals 

injured or orphaned as a direct result of human activity.” 

• “Wildlife wouldn’t be held to be raised (and most often die in appalling end of life conditions) or held for a few days 

while people “tried” to save it, or being fed inappropriate food and milk – therefore nothing will beat an educated 

community. It would mean that some veterinary clinks didn’t sell universal milk formulas and teats and give the wildlife 

back to the public to ‘have a go at raising’. Excellent communication with the community would help alleviate most of 

these problems.” 

• “It would mean that injured wildlife would receive medical help or be euthanized without the minimum amount of 

suffering and in the quickest time possible.“ 

• “Excellent Community Engagement = the quickest, most efficient, least painful time that an injured animal receives 

health care/attention from a carer with the correct facilities and know how/or vet care from a knowledgeable 

veterinary practice.” 

• “Knowledge by the wider public on what to do with injured/orphaned wildlife, who to call/where to take it and what to 

do to keep it calm. Education as to why wildlife needs to be kept in specialist care. “ 
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In your opinion, what does excellent Community Engagement look like? 

Themes Examples of what the sector said 

• “Members of a community are informed about local wildlife and know who to call when they encounter wildlife that 

has been injured or requires attention. The community is also informed of potential threats to wildlife and how they 

can personally assist in protecting the wildlife that resides in their neighbourhood -- such keeping dogs on lead in 

public areas and bringing cats inside or, at least, locking them up at dusk.” 

• “A large sector of the community aware of, concerned about and having an opinion on the situation of orphaned 

wildlife. To the extent that a good proportion want to assist and can do something to assist.” 

• “Awareness by the public of Wildlife rehabilitation. Awareness of local rehabilitators and involving the community in 

taking on responsibilities and training.” 

• "Where the community are aware of the plight of our wildlife (information). Where they can relate to the different 

types of wildlife that share the island with us (exposure). Where they are entrusted with the guardianship and welfare 

of these animals (responsibility). Where they feel capable of assisting and making a difference (education-preferably 

hands on)" 

• “Recognition that wildlife work is not subsidized. Awareness of the importance of maintaining a wildlife population.” 

• “An overall aim of promoting a sense community stewardship towards natural habitats, wildlife and their 

rehabilitation” 

• “Regular and honest and inclusive community involvement from children to older people about the need to respect 

and save our wildlife as wild and the importance of doing this in all small and large ways ie plant native plants, 

checking roadkill, slowing your speed, helping out carers with collecting grass, caring for animals, attending native 

animal info sessions. Respect.” 

• “Community engagement should operate at both regional and local levels as a tool which can both educate the 

community (eg. conservation messages, information about wildlife in the wild and practical strategies that community 

members can undertake to protect our wildlife) and support carers in their roles (eg. finding resources, funding, 

advocacy), and with an overall aim of promoting a sense community stewardship towards natural habitats, wildlife and 

their rehabilitation. Community networks encourage enthusiastic people to promote the wildlife group's work and 

principles to the wider community.” 
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In your opinion, what does excellent Community Engagement look like? 

Themes Examples of what the sector said 

• “The complete community engagement should cover school education and the education of all adults in the 

community, including farming/shooting/4wd groups plus the hundreds of business/social groups. It also should 

include listening and taking on board these groups’ ideas and concerns.” 

• “Encouraging all members of the community to be responsible for the longevity of Tasmania's native wildlife.” 

• “When the community all works together to keep our wildlife in a sustainable environment.” 

• “Wildlife groups should build networks in their local communities to grow understanding of what is involved in wildlife 

care (eg. species have particular needs that must be met, understanding behaviours, etc) to discourage "freelance" 

caring (ie. without training) and promote a sense community stewardship towards wildlife and their rehabilitation. 

Community networks can also be of assistance in finding resources and funding opportunities, and encouraging 

enthusiastic people to promote the wildlife group's work and principles to the wider community.” 

• “Positive, collaborative, communication, evolving” 

• “Excellent community engagement would ensure everyone has a voice to ensure improvement to the wildlife 

rehabilitation sector.” 

• “Community education for adults, teenagers and children in formal and informal settings, eg, classes, groups, talks, 

education and information at the point of rescues or research. Informative websites, brochures, posters and 

handouts. Regularly inviting members of the community along to information sessions and encouraging them to ask 

questions. Roadkill mitigation and education around this subject.” 

• “Informative feed back to the community would be educating them on the numbers of wildlife saved and the numbers 

that have been humanely euthanased so that they finally realize how many natives are injured and die/are saved by 

the carers in the community. Feedback to those who have been good enough to report/save native wildlife would 

encourage the community to do so again despite the outcome, the fact that wildlife is put out of pain is just as 

important to well-meaning people as it is in saving lives. (I attempt to notify people who rescue animals what the 

outcome is. I find they are just as relieved to know that animals haven’t suffered compared to being overjoyed to 

know that animals have received appropriate medical care/ongoing care to release. In fact many have come back with 

injured animals for years.)” 
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In your opinion, what does excellent Community Engagement look like? 

Themes Examples of what the sector said 

• "A single phone number for people to call that results in quick local response to wildlife injuries and orphans being 

taken to veterinary care or into foster care rapidly.” 

Other themes • Community education 

• Community awareness & support 

• Genuine consultation 

o Within sector 

o With broader community 

o Local / regional differences 

o Cooperation within sector 

• Public data and information 

o Published information 

o Public data & reporting 

o Feedback to people to report 

injured wildlife 

• Stewardship 

• Stakeholders 

o Road users including 

tourists 

o Shooters 

o Property owners 

o Farmers 

o Aboriginal community  

o Local government 

• Single point of contact 

• Sector training 

• Communication 

• Media 

• Regulation 

• Effective alerts to carers 

• Disaster response 

• Support for carers 

• Recruitment 

• Role of DPIPWE 

• Evidence-based 
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5.1.2 How close are we to ‘excellent Community Engagement’? How can we do better? 

We asked, ‘how close are we to what you have described above?’ The following graph summarises the results: 
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These results indicate that there is more work to be done to achieve excellent Community Engagement. Suggestions for improvement related to the 

following areas: 

Community Engagement – suggested ways to improve 

• See ‘Other themes’ above • Education through schools 

• Focus on the animals, not on ourselves  • Recognition and support for carers and vets who volunteer time, incur 

expenses 

• Release sites – identify, database • More opportunities for public to see and interact with wildlife 

• Technology –  

o Phones, apps  

o Online workshops 

o Social media 

o Ensure inclusion of older generation and others without digital 

access/digital skills 

• Coordinated approach and a plan 

• Role of government – advertising, publishing brochures, regulation • Accountability, enforcement of penalties for cruelty to wildlife 

• Advertising, videos, education campaigns • Prevention of roadkill – maintenance of roadside verges 

• Tourists –  

o Educate, provide information through airports, Spirit of 

Tasmania, hire car companies  

o Negative perceptions of Tasmania due to high levels of roadkill 

• Disaster response unit eg for bushfires, extreme weather events – 

probably volunteers 

• Opportunities for people to be involved other than through caring for 

injured wildlife 

• Meeting and talking to each other, public 
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5.2 Standards of Care and Training 

Standards of Wildlife Care and Training means: 

• ‘The techniques used to treat injured and orphaned wildlife (in the case of veterinarians), 

• The techniques used to rehabilitate injured and orphaned wildlife (in the case of rehabilitators) injured and orphaned wildlife, and 

• How those techniques are taught or passed on. 

5.2.1 What does it look like when we get it right? 

We asked the sector two questions about this topic:  

• “What is your idea of excellent Standards of Wildlife Care?” and  

• “What would Training for wildlife veterinarians / rehabilitators look like if it was working really well?” 

There were 75 responses. These are the key ideas that people shared with us: 

What is your idea of excellent Standards of Wildlife Care? 

“Standards that are attainable, realistic & practical & result in successful release of wildlife back to their natural environment.” 

Standards should cover: 

• Animal's physical and psychological welfare are paramount 

• Evidence based standardised approach 

• Ethical standards 

• Rules about the types of care / procedures that people can and can’t 

do according to levels of knowledge and skills  

• How to provide care that leads to successful rehabilitation and release  

• Release planning and criteria 

• Criteria for euthanasia vs treating animal to survive with a disability 

• Enclosures / rehabilitation facilities 

• Collaborative approach 

• Keeping of records & data to enable analysis and improvement 

• Best practice guidelines for wildlife treatment and common problems 

Processes that need to exist around the standards: 

• Regulation and oversight of carers, trainers and mentors 

• Process for:  

➢ Quick response and transport for injured wildlife  

➢ Examination by a vet  

➢ Euthanase / initial treatment  

➢ Referral to appropriate carer 

• Access to veterinarians / animal hospitals – consider subsidies 

• Coordination 

• Habitat protection 
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What would Training for wildlife veterinarians / rehabilitators look like if it was working really well? 

• “Appropriately trained individuals providing care to achieve the best possible outcome for the individual animal” 

• “Fundamentally, effective training would be competency based and supported by a suite of robust competency standards for both veterinarians 

and rehabilitators. Maintenance of skills and knowledge would be facilitated through ongoing continuous professional development pitched at a 

level appropriate to the stakeholder.” 

Education and Training – generally: 

• Evidence-based, accredited training that is regulated 

• For whom: 

o Carers and rehabilitators 

o For vets 

o For public – training as a pathway to recruit new carers 

o Experienced carers from mainland moving to Tasmania:  

▪ Assessment and recognition of existing skills  

▪ Tasmania-specific training about local species 

• Accreditation and regulation of trainers  

• “Training facility with theoretical and practical component” 

• Evidence based resources  

o Training manuals – “[T]he new carer and rescuer courses are great. But I do believe that it would be even better for the carers / rescuers 

to then get a handbook with all the information written down plus photos, so they can go back to it and read it again” 

o Simplified resources – outline / summary 

o For vets – best practice guidelines for wildlife treatment and common problems  

• “How will it be funded?” 
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What would Training for wildlife veterinarians / rehabilitators look like if it was working really well? 

Education and Training – for carers and rehabilitators: 

• Mandatory:  

o Training for new carers 

o “[Certificate] 3 in Captive Animals should be the minimum 

requirement for carers.” 

o “Retraining (eg every 2-3 years)” 

• Delivery: 

o Accredited trainers  

o “Training should be run by people with an understanding of working 

with volunteers as well as what there are teaching.“  

o Experienced carers, vets 

o Regularly available eg 2-4 times per year 

o Statewide, standardised 

o Online 

o Face to face 

o Workshop-style training sessions  

o Opportunities to borrow from elsewhere eg WIRES training system 

o “Training facility with theoretical and practical component” 

• Content:  

o First aid  

o Practical techniques and information 

o ‘Show and tell’ 

o Tasmania-specific 

o Species-specific 

o Processes to cross train for other species 

o Advanced training: “More advanced training that is more widely and 

frequently available in areas such as seabirds, raptors, small 

mammals, reptiles, fluid administration.” 

Education and Training – for veterinary sector: 

• “Any vet seeing wildlife would have specific wildlife training and a 

section for wildlife away from domestics.” 

• “Vets would be more aware of needs specific to wildlife and have 

completed training in this area” 

• “Annual conference in wildlife care” 

• Continuing professional development 

• Subsidise training for vets 

• Rehydration 

• Parasite treatment 

• "Specialised training for suitably qualified people (eg vet nurses) to 

apply veterinary techniques and administer medication with the 

guidance of a wildlife veterinarian. Specific training on individual 

species" 

• “Ideally vets that are willing to treat wildlife should go to other wildlife 

hospitals around the country to gain some experience. While facilities 

for injured wildlife would be great, hospitals for captive facilities are 

also beneficial due to gaining an understanding for an animals 

biology.” 

• “Engagement with professionals in wildlife care and rehabilitation ie 

successful wildlife reintroduction projects that occur under existing 

recover plans. This is how it’s done properly. Zoo veterinarians on the 

whole have a wealth of knowledge that could be accessed by domestic 

vets that treat wildlife…” 

• “An initial study group would need to be formed to work out to what 

extent the Tasmanian Veterinarian Board would be prepared to 

consider and look at possibilities.” 
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What would Training for wildlife veterinarians / rehabilitators look like if it was working really well? 

Mentoring 

• “A mentoring/buddy system where each new carer has at least 2 advanced carers that they can contact to ask advice & trouble shoot with.” 

• “Mentoring is vital. New volunteers should agree to be mentored and the appropriate mentor be found. An appropriate mentor […] should be 

versed in tier 4 or 5 or an advanced carer that has undertaken updated training in the last 3 years […] Mentors need to be fair and encouraging 

with new carers, what advanced carers have built in experience and have in the way of equipment, has taken a while to be built up, and they 

should not expect a new carer to grasp everything in the first few months. Mentors need to encourage new carers to attend workshops.” 

• Mentors need support 

Collaboration and respect 

• Recognition and respect for each other’s skills 

• Vets and carers learning from each other  

• Mechanisms for sharing knowledge 

o “Regular newsletter/updates (quarterly) on techniques & care tips also including actual cases from wildlife carers. Maybe even a Q & A 

section for beginner carers to get tips from advanced carers.” 

o “Vets and wildlife carers should be working together to achieve the best outcome for individual animals. I feel courses where they both 

attend and meet each other might give a better understanding of the roles each play.” 

o Between veterinarians:  

▪ “For vets – easy access to information, networking, and regular continuing education opportunities” 

▪ “If Vets are unsure of how to treat wildlife then it would be helpful to contact other Vets that specialise in the care of that certain 

animal.” 

• “More respect for veterinarians from rescuers and rehabilitators eg, ringing before coming into the clinic; accepting that it may not be possible 

for the vet to drop everything the second they walk in the door. Rescuers/rehabilitators bearing some of the cost of wildlife being seen (whether 

from their own pockets or from more active fund raising efforts).“ 
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5.2.2 How close are we to ‘excellent Standards of Wildlife Care’ and Training that works ‘really well’? How can we do better? 

We asked, ‘how close are we to what you have described above?’ The following graph summarises the results: 

 

These results indicate that there is more work to be done to achieve ‘excellent’ Standards of Wildlife Care and Training that works ‘really well’. Suggestions 

for improvement not already been addressed in the tables above related to the following areas: 

• “Drawing up care plan for animal. Working to care plan. Evaluate care plan at regular stages.” 

• Recognising and making allowances for different levels of digital access, digital literacy  

• “If a carer or a group isn’t willing to update their procedures and knowledge on a regular basis, they shouldn’t have the privilege of caring for our 

natives, volunteer or not.”  
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• Data collection and analysis: “Wildlife in care, upon release or death (with no judgment) and either permit or semi permit species, should be reported 

to wildlife management branch so that the numbers of wildlife in care can be accurate in number and government have an idea of the volunteer 

services that trying their hardest to save our unique wildlife. Even the problems that brought that wildlife into care should be noted, and that in 

itself would help in the long run, alleviate those injuries through positive action that could be taken.” 

•  “Practical training opportunities for wildlife handling and rescue/assessment in variety of species to better prepare new carers. Perhaps get wildlife 

parks or rehabilitation facilities to assist with training opportunities.” 

• "Funding available for wildlife veterinary care so wildlife are not an afterthought” 

• “Ethics training" 

•  “Access to temporary carers who would be willing to provide 'babysitting' services in emergency situations (i.e. if a carer becomes ill, goes into 

hospital, or has to tend to a family emergency).” 

• "Wildlife hospitals in the north and south of the state with specialist facilities and staff.” 

• “Online courses, available for free.” 

• "Regular webinars/seminars and articles for Tasmanian vets to treat our native species for common conditions” 

• “Register of wildlife friendly veterinary clinics” 

• [T]alk to the universities, publish a textbook, develop a unit and get it taught in university vet courses – make an accreditation that requires ongoing 

PD, provide PD opportunities and track how many vet clinics have accredited vets on staff, publish the list.” 

• “Training opportunities for young carers. Training opportunities for families. Development of engaging training packages that are recognized at 

certificate level 3 and a learning option through […] schools.” 

• “Government need to step up and take responsibility for the policing of wildlife and who can and can’t have animals. Individual carers should not be 

allowed to take on animals they are not qualified to care for.” 

• “Grant incentive for willing vet clinics to get training and/or develop basic facilities that can accommodate for wildlife emergencies in a domestic 

clinic.” 

• “Assessment for members of public wanting to become wildlife carers […] we also don't want to make it so easy that people can treat wildlife like 

pets.” 

• “Looking at what the World Association of Zoos and Aquariums WAZA are doing and our own regional Association ZAA.” 

• “Thorough vetting of individual carers without being discriminatory. Even a police check (paid for by DPIPWE).” 
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• “Proper streamed education from rescue to rehabilitation, to species specific training, that is resourced well with part online and part face to face 

practical.” 

• “A centralised information bank that holds the latest census and scientific knowledge regarding the orphaned individuals. Freely available online.” 

• “Workshops where carers learn to build wildlife boxes and/or pens or have a list of potential people who are happy to help with setting up, repairing 

and giving advice on everything around wildlife housing.” 

• “An affordable, recognized and accredited training program should be available for carers. It could be available in secondary schools as a curriculum 

option.” 
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5.3 Recruitment, Retention, and Succession Planning 

6 Recruitment, Retention, and Succession Planning means: 

‘The way that wildlife rehabilitators are brought into to the sector (Recruitment), continue on as a rehabilitator (Retention) and how we plan 

for other people to take on existing sector roles in the future (Succession Planning).’ 

5.3.1 What does it look like when we get it right? 

We asked the sector, “In your opinion, what would Recruitment, Retention and Succession Planning look like if it was working really well?”  

There were 61 responses. These are the key ideas that people shared with us: 

In your opinion, what would Recruitment, Retention and Succession Planning look like if it was working really well? 

Outcomes: 

• Number of carers matches/exceeds number of animals needing care 

• “It would flow, would have clear pathways and would be funded.“ 

• “Recruitment would see new people supported entering rescue and rehabilitation fields with correct training and support and clear guidelines 

about caring, not divergent views. Retention would mean they do what they can well, that does not over-stress them and cause burnout while 

keeping on learning and growing in skills. Succession would mean they move to mentor roles and continue on …” 

Recruitment: 

• Access to training to enable people to provide care that leads to successful rehabilitation and release 

• “Advertising. Workshops all over Tasmania. Education in schools about the value of wildlife. Changing farmer’s attitudes to wildlife” 

• Community engagement will lead to recruitment 

• Continuous process, with a constant flow of new rehabilitators coming onto the scene 

• Face to face training as a pathway for recruitment 

• Key criteria: “honesty, integrity and understanding” 

• “People come in as a wildlife rescuer and then continue as a wildlife carer. “ 

• “Public awareness that wildlife rehabilitators can be of any age or experience level” 
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In your opinion, what would Recruitment, Retention and Succession Planning look like if it was working really well? 

• Recognising and understanding that people do this for love not money 

• “Recruitment at this time is difficult unless you have money and or land. There is no financial relief or even tax breaks such as you would get 

donating to a charity. If you do not have land or it is not appropriate for a release site, it is very difficult to find places. People do the course with 

best of intentions but find it is not a feasible proposition.“ 

• “Recruitment begins with a ‘spark of interest or concern’ and a place that that interest can be safely fed, such as an information bank or a wild-life 

park etc. The recruitment is really about making things freely available to an interested party, such that they can make their mind up as to whether 

they want to step into the rehabilitator sector. You will not press-gang someone into the work of a rehabilitator, they have to make their own, 

informed, mind up and become involved by their own volition.” 

• Recruitment drives – information, local information sessions about wildlife rehabilitation sector, access to training 

• Selection criteria, minimum standards, vetting process  

• Social media engagement 

• Statewide training / workshops 

• Training made available in areas of State that currently have few carers 

Retention: 

• “A highly engaged and valued community of rehabilitation carers, whose roles are actively promoted and celebrated in the broader community.” 

• “A register of available skills within the organisation and record of who would be willing to assist with each required task. Eg Fundraising.” 

• Access to vets/hospitals 

• Long term commitment 

• Support: 

o Pens/enclosures 

o Resources  

o Education 

o Mental wellbeing, counselling and psychological support to deal with trauma  

o Financial support: 

▪ Costs incurred in rescuing/caring for wildlife – fuel, food, vet bills, electricity etc 
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In your opinion, what would Recruitment, Retention and Succession Planning look like if it was working really well? 

▪ Build / maintain enclosures 

o Food subsidies, financial assistance, fuel vouchers, help with equipment and facilities would all be great. “ 

o “Access to greater support (financial/equipment for costs incurred, care line or mentoring for questions), policy and ideas on what can be 

done for carers who have other commitments which may impact on their ability to care 24/7 e.g. work."“ 

• “Reduction in wasted resources on common species that are permitted to be culled by DPIPWE, this is ludicrous to put effort into species that 

are also being culled.” 

• “An organisation run by people who have training working with volunteers. This will help the new carers feel there are achievable goals and 

support.” 

• “Fundraising –  

o Governing body to facilitate fundraising for ongoing costs 

o People with these skills 

o Social media 

• Buddy system for new rescuers 

• Carer coordinator/species coordinators 

• Facilitate networking – build a Carers' network to support each other  

• “Grandfather clause for those with experience but no formal training, method for controlling compliance issues. Volunteer support network and 

feedback mechanism. Collaboration with pre-existing volunteer bodies.” 

• “Build a culture of inclusion and support” 

• Continuous learning / continuous improvement approach 

o Learn from other States 

o Acknowledge that we’re all always learning, we all make mistakes 

• “Keeping carers would be greatly improved if people have open, respectful discussions and follow a best practice guideline. “ 

• Mentoring – support for mentors, mentoring opportunities, mentor/mentee framework  

• “Offer a plan on how to become a more intermediate or advanced carer to then take on species the carer is hoping to look after. Offer help to 

achieve the goal. Match a mentor with the carer” 

• “Proper record keeping and some recognition of the time and effort required to be a competent rescue and rehab volunteer” 
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In your opinion, what would Recruitment, Retention and Succession Planning look like if it was working really well? 

• “Retention will work, so long as the rehabilitator is able to carry out the work and see some sort of reward for their effort. There must be peer-

support, adequate availability of instrumentation or tools to help them do their work, including veterinary assistance and rest bite if needed.” 

• Regulation and oversight 

• “Rescuers Facebook group for people to connect, share experiences, look for people to rescue with them.” 

• “Retention – opportunities to start caring for different species” 

• “Some recognition would be nice and a common body to meet area rescuers and carers in an informal meeting/event so we all know who is who 

and where we all stand in each region.” 

Succession planning: 

• “Succession planning would require "unselfish mentoring" where carers take on apprentices with the aim of developing a better version of their 

own caring.” 

• "In an ideal community based model we would see a species coordinator overseeing the placement of permit species. All species bar the 3 non 

permit marsupials would be assigned to a special animal group. These special animal groups would have only carers experienced in these 

species in them. Special animal groups would be as follows: 

 Small mammals - Bettong’s, potoroos, bandicoots, ringtails, Pygmy possums, native rodents (excluding rakali)  

 Carnivorous mammals - antechinus, spotted and eastern quolls, Tasmanian devils, rakali, dunnarts 

 Monotremes - platypus, echidnas  

 Large mammals - wombats, foresters  

 Bats  

 Birds of prey  

 Seabirds, shorebirds and waders  

 Nectivore birds  

 Insectivore birds  

 Reptiles  

So 10 groups covering all species. Having these groups we are ensuring succession planning as those interested and experienced can align with 

a special animal group, be mentored by those in the group with the species of interest and having a clear pathway ensures for carer retention 

as they can see their journey laid out and make plans to progress. This method meets training, carer retention, succession planning and meets 

correct placement of wildlife." 
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5.3.2 How close are we to Recruitment, Retention, and Succession Planning that works ‘really well’? How can we do better? 

We asked, ‘how close are we to what you have described above?’ The following graph summarises the results: 

 

These results indicate that there is more work to be done so that Recruitment, Retention, and Succession Planning that works ‘really well’. Suggestions 

for improvement related to the following areas: 

• “Government support” 

• “A more structured schedule for training carers in different species” 

• “Better training initially.... better back up & support for new carers.... connection & communication between experienced carers and new carers....” 

• “More on the ground support for pen construction & set up” 

• “More needs to be done to attract a new younger generation of carers.” 
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• “Honesty – in the fact that caring is not easy on the heart and definitely not easy in a physical sense. It involves dying and euthanizing, it can involve 

long days and nights, it can be costly (we are volunteers) and if carers can’t offer a standard of care that’s suitable, maybe caring isn’t for them. New 

carers should not be apprehensive in asking for help at any hour and mentors should not be apprehensive in offering help at any hour.” 

• “Review role of DPIPWE, given other responsibilities including primary industries, wildlife culls” 

• “Just more information. Easier to get hold of people that can help you.” 

• “Rehabilitators need to feel supported in the event of personal illness or emergency. DPIPWE should create a data-base of qualified carers who 

would be willing to be occasional 'babysitters'. Wildlife rehabilitators should never have to feel desperate when faced with personal emergencies -- 

that's enough to force a rehabilitator to give it up for good. “ 

• “Info packs with job descriptions upon completion of the course so the people who have done the training know what is expected of them.” 

• “At the moment I would never recommend becoming a carer. There is a lot of judgement with unrealistic expectations on people to have facilities 

that are completely out of what is do able for most people. There are very vocal people who are trolling on all of the wildlife pages there is only 1 

way to do things and they are absolutely punishing beginners for making mistakes. At the end of the day we are all volunteers “ 

• “A up to date register of what each carer has in care. New carers need to be given some animals. Ownership of animals and this includes Wildlife 

parks” 

• “Stop fighting on Facebook. Accept that learners make mistakes. Provide information not punishment and judgement “ 

• “When recruiting, showing the public the reality of wildlife caring that yes it is extremely rewarding, but there is also a lot of work and to do it well 

for the sake of the animal. This would avoid the carers that do 1 or 2 animals and stop because it's too hard or the carers that think it's all about 

cuddling animals due to internet videos.” 

• “Acknowledging (if they would like to be publicly) carers that are following great practices to push others to aim to improve so that one day they 

themselves might be acknowledge for their achievements.” 

• “Legislate which species actually benefit from rehab and only allow those targeted ones to be done properly by the right people. Maximise training 

and engagement around those cases so the network is not stretched beyond capacity that culminates in poor outcomes. Support training programs 

and provide funds for those individuals and species deemed beneficial.” 

• “Better education for those carers wishing to care for very unwell animals that need more intensive care than the basic everyday care. Having a 

'community-led' group of people with a tertiary knowledge of wildlife issues is important to assist with RR&S planning.” 

• “Recognition the carer has joined the organisation, registration etc. A process to train and work with mentors. Continue with permits and guidelines 

for conditions. “ 
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• “1) More rehabilitators than there are animals to care for (10 to one) to reduce the burden on the smaller number of intermediate-advanced carers. 

2) A public awareness campaign on wildlife rehabilitation that is honest and shows the reality of caring. 3) financial support from the state 

government for rehabilitators.” 

• “1. Develop a freely available information bank or centre, such as a wildlife park or larger-scale rehabilitator, where interested individuals can safely 

browse and let their interest develop into the desire to act. 2. Develop resources of skills, knowledge, contacts and the actual instruments required 

to do a top-job. Less scrounging for inappropriate equipment and tools.” 

• “A coordinating group dedicated to volunteer management. Funding coordinator. Government “ 

• “Overseeing by official but friendly body” 

• “Have a focus on the individual animal, and a wider focus on habitat. “ 

• “School based visits with wildlife where students can actually interact with animals and birds” 

• “Structured pathways for young carers to enter the community (e.g. pathways for schools and colleges).” 

• “Area management or specific roles have clear position descriptions. Positions that have any greater role than carer are applied for to a panel, that 

cannot include people that have worked closely with or live in the same area as the person applying and must include at least 1 independent 

person.“ 

• “[W]ith the involvement of WIRES and their support structure and technology, you should look at their educational offerings paid or otherwise and 

other wildlife rescue associations in NSW and QLD on what they offer as training and support. “ 

• “Ask all members what their individual strengths, skills apart from being rehabilitators are. (Organising, Fundraising, Managing, Finance, Medical) Ask 

if they would be willing to assist. “ 

• “Working groups headed for different species and different needs of Tasmanian wildlife. The octopus team theory works great for this.” 
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5.4 Wildlife Rehabilitation Coordination 

Wildlife Rehabilitation Coordination means: 

‘How the sector coordinates the rescue, veterinary treatment, rehabilitation, and release of injured and orphaned wildlife.’ 

5.4.1 What does it look like when we get it right? 

We asked the sector, “In your opinion, what would Wildlife Rehabilitation Coordination look like if we did it really well?” There were 61 responses. These 

are the key ideas that people shared with us: 

In your opinion, what would Wildlife Rehabilitation Coordination look like if we did it really well? 

Outcomes: 

• “Seamless, coordinated, the best interests of the wildlife would always come first, and it would always be based upon evidence based veterinary 

medicine” 

• "Successful rehabilitation and release of wildlife. Groups working together for the best outcomes in the interest of the wildlife" 

• “It would be centrally coordinated with strong local involvement with responsive feedback” 

• “Government agency overseeing operations of statewide body assisting Bonorong and local vets and agencies to deliver service” 

• Streamlined, well-educated and full of accountability for record keeping etc 

Process: 

• “Call out for rescue → rescuer contains animal → vet check → rehabilitator receives animal → additional vet checks, if needed → successful 

rehabilitation → release. Handover of information and documentation about the animal through this process. Assistance for rehabilitators to 

identify suitable release sites" 

• “Having a process where each stage of the rehab pathway compliments each other and works together” 

• Smooth process for timely rescue - first aid - veterinary assessment, hydration and treatment - referral to carer - rehabilitation - release.  

• Veterinary treatment fully triaged at the time of presentation - vet / vet nurse / vet technician 

• “Rescues are conducted immediately, even in remote areas. If a volunteer rehabilitator isn't available then a paid DPIPWE staff member of a new 

or current position should be able to respond statewide.” 

• Timely collection from vet clinics after being treated or diagnosed. 
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In your opinion, what would Wildlife Rehabilitation Coordination look like if we did it really well? 

• “More complex and critical situations organised in conjunction with veterinary facilities and advanced rescuers.” 

• “Similar to WIRES model in other states” 

• "Rescue coordination including rescuer, veterinary assessment" 

• “Having essential species coordinators to place the rare and endangered species.” 

• “Allowing WIRES to phone carers that specialise in a species to place them in care.“ 

Communication: 

• Respectful communication 

• Clear lines of communication including with DPIPWE 

• “A single number/organisation for public to call” 

• "One statewide number that could be diverted to local coordinators with broad local knowledge of the area network.” 

• "Use SMS” 

• New WIRES app – “working well”, “has made a huge difference” 

• Encouraging follow up with rescuers to let them know the outcome for the animal 

• "Notifications to carers better targeted to local area” 

• "Tighter definitions and controls on what messages go to whom.”  

• “One centralised system, different communication strategies. I often receive the emails once I am home and maybe check them once a day. There 

have been instances where I could have responded if I had either received a text message or phone call instead.” 

Planning for care and release: 

• Animal care plans followed by all parties 

• “Good instructions and plan for carer/rehab and follow up communication on progress of animal, followed by release plans.“ 

• “Need release places where wildlife can be observed for a period of time. " 

• “Help in finding suitable release sites” 

• “De-humanising” of animals in preparation for release  
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In your opinion, what would Wildlife Rehabilitation Coordination look like if we did it really well? 

Register of participants: 

• “Rehabilitators/carers should be registered either with a regional or species specific group rather than work independently to ensure oversight.” 

• Sufficient number of active registered carers 

• Information/knowledge about each carer/vet, their facilities and what species they are qualified to rehabilitate 

• Information about who has what in care - enable 'buddying' of certain animals, avoid overloading carers. 

• Information about carers' skill level, housing facilities, preferences for young animals/older ones 

• “A register of suitable release properties would be available. … (would assist in the retention of carers)” 

Networks and community / stakeholder engagement: 

• “A network of release sites and carers willing to work together to co-ordinate successful release and ideally subsequent monitoring of wildlife post 

release too." 

• “Share information with other stakeholders, eg. within DPIPWE - to increase their knowledge and acceptance of the rehabilitation space. The 

scientists focus on species as a whole, rehabilitators' focus is on individual animals. Both parties need to learn to value each other’s knowledge" 

• “Local networks of support and learning, soft releasing and respite care” 

• Rescuers and carers happy to share information and resources, support each other 

• “Wider scientific input” 

• “Engage with the public to find people who are interested in having wildlife released on their land" 

Assistance / support: 

• Assistance for carers/rescuers across the state - transport, medical advice 

• “Access to veterinary care - not at carers' expense” 

• “More help with rehabilitation” 

• “Monitoring and support for new carers” 

• “Adequate training for carers” 

• “24/7 access to appropriate wildlife vet/hospital facilities that can treat all wildlife” 
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In your opinion, what would Wildlife Rehabilitation Coordination look like if we did it really well? 

• “An agreement about the costs of veterinary care - consistent approach.”  

• "Vets would see wildlife straight away or alternatively give them pain relief.”  

• “Carers should have access to pain relief all the time for emergencies." 

• “Encouragement of interested people to participate and valuing of the volunteer effort. Volunteers' special skills and experience properly 

recognised." 

• “A central point of call with experienced carers who support you and give you opportunities to find what works” 

• "People who know the territory and experienced with wildlife and different species on the end of the phone.” 

• “People who check on you once animal is placed and follow up. “ 

• “Approachable people that listen in the coordination roles and understand the geography and the carers and the species." 

• “Assistance for carers in the most important part of the process….release. " 

• “Rehabilitators would have access to free veterinary care and milk supplements. … (would assist in the retention of carers)”  

• "They would answer the phone. And do follow up on animals especially with novice carers " 

Governing body to: 

• Oversee and develop the sector  

• Manage registrations, management and operational policies, insurance 

• Facilitate communication, independently and impartially mediate issues between different parties 

• Establish species-specific/related animal groups, each overseen by one or more Coordinators, depending on the number/variety of animals in 

the group; and possibly region 

• “A well-resourced central coordinating body with links to local groups and individual carers “ 

• "A single body co-ordinating rescue, placement of wildlife into care, with follow up to ensure the carer is appropriately trained/experienced to 

continue care.” 

• "Locally controlled and coordinated without the need for hierarchies and command systems.” 

• Manage road trauma risks to rescuers 

• “Collaboration, education, expectation management, clarity on rules - who gets final say?” 
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In your opinion, what would Wildlife Rehabilitation Coordination look like if we did it really well? 

• “A government-led coordinating body (I.e. Wildlife Management Branch), actively engaging with carers and veterinarians to monitor and maintain 

standards of care. This would include coordination of wildlife placements.” 

• “Keep the Tasmanian Injured and Orphaned Wildlife rescue and re-hab programme here in Tasmania where the Department are knowledgeable 

of the carers and their speciality species.” 

Mentors to: 

• Be the interface between Coordinators and Carers  

• Develop trust and communication with carers 

• Oversee the progress of each individual animal and carer 

• Foster a relationship that encourages enquiry and critical thinking. 

Coordinators to: 

• Check carers' facilities and equipment  

• Oversee overall progress of animals in care - eg. collecting weights/measurements  

• Consult with mentor re identified issues. 

• Develop databases on their species – reasons/location for coming into care, growth and development, successful/unsuccessful rehabilitation 

parameters. 

• Compile medical information on their species - medical conditions and successful/unsuccessful treatments, dosage rates, etc. 

• Ensure that all carers meet or exceed the accepted standards. 

• Get to know carers and understand personal dynamics within their group  

• "Area based. Animals should not be taken from their area, they should go to the nearest available carer for assessment.” 

• “A Coordinator does not have to be the most experienced rehabilitator, but they must be willing and able to research/ask and accept questions 

and network.” 

• "Species coordinators who work alongside mentors. Categorising species and having a Species Coordinator oversee that species + work with 

mentors to work with carers. " 

• “Someone who is professional enough to coordinate Carers and who has full support from the Department “ 
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In your opinion, what would Wildlife Rehabilitation Coordination look like if we did it really well? 

• “Experienced species coordinators. “ 

• “Coordination could be a very successful voluntary position, not everyone wants to be hands-on with the wildlife.” 

• “Less ability for people to take animals they have little or no experience with, unless they have a documented mentor.” 

• Knowing where rehabilitation is failing or requiring more resources 

• Showing rehabilitators the successes and their impact on the big picture. 

• "As previously stated - Wildlife Species Coordinator overseeing the following special animal groups: 

Bats  

Reptiles  

Small mammals  

Large mammals  

Carnivorous mammals  

Seabirds, waders and shorebirds  

Insectivore birds  

Nectivore birds  

Birds of Prey  

Monotremes  

Then WIRES or existing rescue groups can place non permit mammals through their groups ensuring the permit species are placed with 

appropriate carers with the correct standards and husbandry. Fixes retention, succession planning, mentoring and placement of wildlife." 

Data and record-keeping:  

• “Develop a system where all carers keep records of every animal in care– track outcomes and mine the data to support research into best practice” 

• Develop a single proforma to support record-keeping/brief data collection over the whole process from first report through to post release check. 

Capture scientific data, identify positives and negatives along the way in a simple manner. Add to daily record sheets. 

• Constant monitoring and evaluation 

• "Registry of orphaned wildlife that have survived the most risky stages with option for carers to provide updates - database of where orphans are 

being found, how their rehabilitation is going, where they are being released” 

• All releases should be recorded and sent to a body who can collate the information.  
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5.4.2 How close are we to Wildlife Rehabilitation Coordination that works ‘really well’? How can we do better? 

We asked, ‘how close are we to what you have described above?’ The following graph summarises the results: 

  

These results indicate that there is more work to be done so that Wildlife Rehabilitation Coordination works ‘really well’. Suggestions for improvement 

related to the following areas: 

• Roles and responsibilities: 

o "Having numerous services essentially competing seems counter-productive so it would be great to have a rescue service ... representing 

the state as a whole as we all want the same outcome of helping animals.” 

o "Who is responsible at the moment, Parks, Bonorong, individual isolated individuals? Clear structures and effective communication" 

o Rules made by people with relevant experience => more realistic, practical & achievable guidelines, higher retention rate of carers, higher 

successful animal release numbers 

• Coordination: 

o “A combination of the WIRES but with a coordinator position/s incorporated into it to provide checks and balances.” 

o “Coordinator/s must have a sound understanding of Tasmanian Wildlife species needs, not just what is written in books.”  

o “[Coordinators] need to be ethical and outspoken enough to stand firm and put animals needs first.” 
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o “A return to coordinating wildlife placements locally, as opposed to through WIRES.” 

o “Rescue coordinators must be responsible and place animals/birds with appropriate carers that have appropriate facilities and knowledge 

that pertains to the injury/rehab of that certain wildlife.” 

o “A map with the location marked of all the carers so that placement of animals is based on closest suitable carer.”  

o "Dedicated Wildlife carers spreadsheets for the animals and their resulting care rather than some with or not." 

o "Carers sharing honest records of animals in care, successful rehabilitation, unsuccessful outcomes, facilities and species suitable for this. 

Database of carers in each area with the above information, available to the body/persons responsibility for placing animals.” 

o "Professional system of placement that is state based, people who have connection with the carers and strengths and weaknesses, and vets, 

and follows up. Proper species coordination not just ticking animals off a list. Follow up.” 

• University of Tasmania: 

o “Close collaboration with UTAS on developing techniques and research on post release success. Every animal released should be 

microchipped or tagged.” 

o “Release is the biggest area for improvement due to the lack of knowledge after release. ... [H]aving more release areas that are more 

accessible could help. ... [W]orking with UTas would be great to have specific release areas where they can study animals that have gone 

through rehabilitation and how they thrive after release.” 

• Process: 

o “Triaging of animals is a must for all animals, including wildlife”  

o "The vet clinic can't be seen as a 'drop and run' facility. Rescuers who bring animals in must be available to pick up animals and deliver them 

on to rehabilitators or rescue centres. If the animal is dropped in by a member of the general public there need to be available a list of 

people who are on call on any given day to come and collect animals." 

o "The handover from rescuer to rehabilitator is often not immediate and an otherwise healthy joey could suffer if it is not provided with, at 

least, basic hydration." 

o “[Vets] need follow up appointments with the wildlife that carers have to understand the healing process and work together with the carer 

to advise release when the animal is physically able to.” 

o "Better communication between carer and vets. Better discharge instructions from vets for carers" 

• Training: 

o "Rescuers trained and proficient in handling animals correctly - safety for rescuer and for animal” 

o "Animals not being euthanised unnecessarily … Vets receiving specialist wildlife training." 

o "Education program with training facility” 

o “Carer education on post medical management as more vets now are treating wildlife with full work ups (urgent??)”" 
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o “Rehab needs more up to date training and competency testing for those wishing to do more in depth rehab ... [T]he critical care animals 

[should] go to those with the training and experience.” 

o "Some recognition for experience gained and training done.” 

o “Better Mentor training” 

• Oversight: 

o "Enforce new carers guidelines" 

o “Regular communication to the organisation with how wildlife in care is going and plans for release.” 

o “Opportunities to communicate with people caring for similar species in different areas. ( a species team )” 

o "A follow up system to ensure the animal has been placed with a suitable carer and to ensure if it needs veterinary care, that it can be suitably 

arranged” 

o “More regulation for carers" 

• Funding: 

o  “Fundraisers to pay for vet care and milk supplements.” 

o “Funds to make the system seamless from rescue to release, data banks that show carers stats, release sites, vets, a system that is gone 

through from a - z to ensure best animal welfare.” 

o “Increased funding so that there is sufficient monies to implement necessary requirements” 

• Rules about the types of care / procedures that people can and can’t do according to levels of knowledge and skills:  

o Better communication on what is to be done by a vet and what is done by a carer i.e. subcutaneous fluid injections, deep wound cleaning, 

drug administration etc.  

o Provision for suitably qualified carers to perform veterinary techniques and administer medication for remote cases 

• Release sites:  

o ”A database of suitable, safe release sites for certain species and carers/landowners willing to assist with final stages of release. A 

commitment by all to try and track/monitor wildlife post release, where feasible, so long term outcomes can be better understood.” 

o ”A list of contacts for suitable release sites would eliminate one of the many stresses that rehabilitators face. This list may come from a 

database of designated 'Land for Wildlife' or covenant-protected landowners who have been contacted specifically by DPIPWE and have 

agreed to accept rehabilitated wildlife onto their property.”" 

• Role of government: 

o "Tasmania Police be more active in assisting with road traffic flow when rescues are being carried out.”           

o "Possibly some sort of paid DPIPWE role in emergency response of wildlife." 
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o “Continue government support and coordinating responsibilities either directly or by delegation to an organization with proven capability 

and paid employees. 

o "DPIPWE to foster the formation of local wildlife carers and mentor groups. 

o "A government agency with funding and interest and support" 

o “A better funded and resourced Wildlife Management Branch.” 

o “More frequent engagement between WMB and the rehabilitation community, including face to face contact (e.g. visiting carers’ facilities and 

veterinary practices.” 

o "A separate, funded department that had nothing to do with culling of species or permits to do so, in reality, genuinely wildlife oriented." 

o “Create a single independent organisation that has designated requirements for skills on committee, some elected and some appointed by 

DPIPWE.” 

o “Government clarity on rules/regs re wildlife” 

• Cultural change:  

o “Aim to eliminate the defensiveness and competitiveness that some carers feel” 

o "Carers caring for each other.” 

o “Social media platform for all carers as one equal crew” 

• Communication and Technology 

o "The recent “Xmatters- WIRES system” works against progress and achievement of wildlife rehabilitation. You have left aside numerous carers 

having no smartphone, no internet connection, therefore not receiving messages addressed by WIRES. Far less carers being reachable mean 

far less animals going onto rehabilitation. That decision is criminal for animals and insulting for volunteer carers." 

o "Ensuring the IT capabilities of all carers are catered for (perhaps bring back texting notifications for those who need it) 

• "More transport personnel to cover more areas of Tas" 

• ”Approach to care plan for animal. Import to care plan and structure of care plan.” 

• “Support of new people so they don't drop out” 

• “Ability to share resources " 

• Develop requirement, develop a system, implement the system  

• Follow up on animal rescues. 

• "Mentoring program. Support base. Help with building pens etc" 

• "More communication between wildlife groups” 

• “Having specialist only animal group carers and carers like raptors and devils already are. " 

• “Wildlife hospital" 
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5.5 Volunteer Support and Culture 

Volunteer Support and Culture means: 

‘The values and behaviours of the sector and how you as a community volunteer are supported to undertake your role within the sector.’ 

5.5.1 What does it look like when we get it right? 

We asked the sector, “What does excellent Volunteer Culture and Support mean to you?” There were 57 responses. These are the key ideas that people 

shared with us: 

What does excellent Volunteer Culture and Support mean to you? 

Outcomes: 

• “Basic values such as kindness, honesty, caring & positive reinforcement should be shown not only to the animals but to the carers that take them 

on. “ 

• “Wildlife gets the best fastest care possible in its home area and wildlife is best able to return to the wild.” 

Culture: 

• “A culture of sharing where no one person, organisation, group, veterinarian, sanctuary, zoo, or business controls anyone but instead offers help 

and support whether financially, physically or mentally.” 

• “A culture where positive reinforcement & support (both emotional & physical) is provided & realistic achievable expectations are set. “ 

• “A friendly culture, whereby set rules and expectations for animal welfare are met, and concerns and issues are raised with higher bodies, not 

through social media or personal attacks. “ 

• “Animal needs. “ 

• “Bullying in this sector is rife!! This must be stopped and I would like to see specific SOPs which tackle it.” 

• “Cohesiveness in the sector where we can feel like we are one team working together for the greater good of animals & rehabilitators & facilitators 

alike.” 

• “Collaborative approach, open discussion, consensus driven, respectful, open to learn and question motivations and techniques “ 

• “Don't assume, don't condemn - investigate.” 

• “Everyone is treated equally and fairly. “ 

• “Everyone's voice and opinions around an agreed best practice should be listened to. An inclusive, positive environment which allows carers to 

develop their skills and knowledge” 
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What does excellent Volunteer Culture and Support mean to you? 

• “Fairness. Respect for knowledge. “ 

• “Friendly “ 

• “Friendly people with the same goal” 

• “No egos “ 

• “Professional. Kind, supported, not afraid to ask questions. “ 

• “Respect and inclusivity” 

• “Respect for the carer.” 

• “Selfless, assistance (imparting of skills and knowledge) by rehabilitators, to other rehabilitators and wannabe rehabilitators. “ 

• “Share knowledge and discuss/appreciate learnings from other avenues.” 

• “Support throughout the whole caring and rescuing experience. Reassurance during wildlife deaths and guidance during sickness “ 

• “Supporting each other “ 

• “Supportive and empathic environments for all people involved “ 

• “Supportive environment that is respectful” 

• “Supportive of all but also ability to learn and improve. Always learning. 

• “Team “ 

• “The amount of backstabbing and bitching is disgusting in the rehab sector. It makes you not want to do it. Each person blames the next for the 

reasons why it happens. “ 

• “The animals in care should be the focus of all discussions and not people based. “ 

• “The culture is the dedication I have seen from interaction of a few rescuers in certain situations for delivery of animals to us” 

• “The culture of advanced (and some intermediate) carers is invaluable. We all support, converse and generally assist each other whenever 

required. This support is also invaluable.” 

• “To feel like part of a group. Something like a certificate or card to show you are a member. “ 

• “Usually having a common cause and understanding of an understood ‘big picture.“ 
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What does excellent Volunteer Culture and Support mean to you? 

Support: 

• “A carer needs to know that when they need support it will be forthcoming. This includes financial support, from whatever GO or NGO is able to 

provide it. “ 

• “An assigned wildlife mental health service would be amazing but I do not foresee this happening. “ 

• “Assistance with advice and help to well-meaning volunteers” 

• “Availability of help and practical advice” 

• “Basically caring for the carer. Providing support education acknowledgement. Informing them of changes.” 

• “Care of our volunteers” 

• “Carers who are happy & well supported in terms of education, information, resources & communication. “ 

• “Help when I need it from mentors and vets “ 

• “I can call, message or email and receive a reply and/or feedback. “ 

• “I’ve always had the support of WMB and they have been trusting in my care giving and knowledge to do the best I can do for the animals in care 

and make the decisions in coordination with my vet when necessary. I have the support of a couple of carers I respect that care for my mental 

and physical health and advise on procedures when I ask. “ 

• “It would be nice to get help with the cost of formula, medication” 

• “It's a full on care to look after wildlife so people need to feel that there is support when something goes wrong or a new carer can talk to 

someone.“ 

• “Just having someone to talk to” 

• “Mentors should enjoy their role of supporting other carers, following contemporary best practice methods of rehabilitation. “ 

• “More advertising of where to go when you need help as a carer. “ 

• “More support financially, organisationally, and in kind and peer support is essential” 

• “Support from DPIPWE. Support from fellow carers” 

• “Support from veterinarians, the organisation (WIRES) would provide a food hub for supplements and vet bills would be charged to the 

organisation (this is already happening on the Central Coast NSW). “ 

• “Support through a combination of peer encouragement, training opportunities and opportunities to expand knowledge and access to practical 

experience and further development. “ 

• “Support when you have an issue with an animal” 

• “To be able to look after wildlife with a little more help.” 
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What does excellent Volunteer Culture and Support mean to you? 

Funding and financial support” 

• “Financial support in the way of free milk” 

• “Donations to wildlife should be shared fairly to enable all carers to be supported financially. “ 

• “DPIPWE should be the first port of call for [financial support] when animals are in need of extra care. Even if DPIPWE itself is not able to give the 

financial support, it should be seeking the support on behalf of the carer, rather than the carer having to jump through hoops to find an 

organisation who is willing to assist. This actually goes for all support requirements a carer may need. “ 

• “Financial support: some animals are cheaper, some carers are better off financially, some expenses carers claim are out of (eg) not feeding 

natural diet and feeding veg and fruit rather than go pick natural. “ 

• “People should not be out of pocket.” 

Volunteer recruitment: 

• “Having an excellent way of informing people how they can realistically volunteer. If you can't rescue or rehab, there are still ways to assist.” 

• “Volunteering for the correct reasons - for the animals’ best interests.” 

Education, training and oversight: 

• “Ensuring they are correctly trained and have an understanding of their roles and responsibilities.” 

• “Guidance” 

• “More inspection of those caring for wildlife and their facilities.” 

• “Correctly resource our volunteers with training and any important changes to policy.” 

• “Assisting the more qualified bodies to rehabilitate wildlife” 

• “Providing the most up to date information and training” 

• “Redirect towards accepted/preferred practices - teach/train, help people to unlearn and relearn.” 

• “Placing animals into the most appropriate setting, based upon the carer's educational knowledge.” 

• “Mentors must be capable of doing so properly. “ 

• “An understanding of the ethics and strategy of the organisation. “ 

• “Volunteer support and culture can be improved by strict guidelines to work under. “ 

• “So called bullying in the sector only takes place when animals end up in the wrong hands (inexperienced, poor facilities, poor husbandry) and 

standards are not being met. Proper placement fixes this issue.” 
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What does excellent Volunteer Culture and Support mean to you? 

Relationships and networks within the sector: 

• “Networking important within and between groups to reduce the culture of competition and isolation.” 

• “Support networks must be made up of people who can listen impartially to all parties - carer, mentor, coordinator, etc. - and be supportive of all 

parties” 

• “I believe that a volunteer organization's success lies with its numbers and on-going community involvement, the specialised knowledge that its 

members have, and a positive, supportive attitude within the organization's management.” 

• “Volunteers who know and support each other. “ 

• “The current Facebook page works really well “ 

• “Good support and communication to all volunteers from a recognized coordinating body. “ 

• “Opportunities for networking and engagement with fellow carers. “ 

• “A good support network amongst volunteers. In my experience, DPIPWE WMB staff are fantastic and so are wildlife carers. My mentor is amazing 

and very patient. I know I can call her at whatever time of the day or night. My experience in this section is positive. “ 

• “A community in which all people feel valued, supported and heard, irrespective of their level of experience.” 

• “Networking opportunities for rehabilitators should be provided.” 

Communication: 

• “Speaking to volunteers in their ‘language’ and not too formal” 

• “Regularly checking in to see if the volunteers need anything” 

• “Offering advice on how to get the information or things the volunteers need to properly care for their animals” 

• “Being the middle person between the volunteers and the regulator” 

• “Good communication between carer and DPIPWE in all aspects.” 

• “Communication”  

Broader community: 

• “Better education in the community “ 

• “Strong community support for the value of caring efforts.” 

• “Belonging to an organisation that is valued and respected by the community.” 

Other: 

• “Inextricably linked with the previous focus areas” 
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5.5.2 How close are we to ‘excellent’ Volunteer Culture and Support’? How can we do better? 

We asked, ‘how close are we to what you have described above?’ The following graph summarises the results: 

 

These results indicate that there is more work to be done to achieve ‘excellent’ Volunteer Culture and Support. Suggestions for improvement related 

to the following areas: 

Culture: 

• “More problem solving & proactive teamwork/cooperation/collaboration” 

• “Carers being able to amalgamate for the betterment of the wildlife in certain situations. “ 

• “All carers should be treated equally. “ 

• “To have a good volunteer culture requires commitment and expertise. It's essential we work out what culture we want to develop and a plan for 

how to do it which is inclusive and supportive.” 

• “Approach volunteering professionally.” 

• “Culture needs to be more scientific and professional and those that step out of line need to be excluded.” 

• “Social gatherings and meetings should be friendly environments where any kind of bullying and disrespect is not tolerated. “ 
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Support: 

• “Better resource support for carers (pen construction. food & medicinal supplies) - ARC do a fabulous job in terms of supporting carers with 

pouches!” 

• “Funding to encourage further training and the building of shared rehabilitation facilities for more difficult to care for species. i.e. seabirds, raptors 

etc. “ 

• “Understand what carers need and make an effort to provide it.” 

• “Have psychological support for carers. “ 

• “Some sort of financial support for rehabilitators from the government. I recognise this would need to be well implemented and probably only 

after a long probation period of 6-12 months demonstrated rehabilitation.” 

• “WMB in Hobart used to provide Wombaroo milk at cost for wildlife” 

• “Access to veterinary services for rehabilitators needs to be improved and the role of rehabilitators better understood and respected by the 

veterinary community.” 

• “Carer vet discounts as pensioners do. Like a seniors card “ 

Leadership: 

• “Look to rigid established volunteer programs for how they achieve success. Eg Australian Volunteers Abroad, ones that are held accountable for 

their programs and governance.” 

• “Fixed terms for Wildlife council positions . Need to share the load” 

• “Government agency to oversee” 

• “A centralised expert panel (or similar) need to be established (I.e. WMB) to field questions and calls for support from carers and veterinarians 

alike.” 

• “A working team dedicated to providing support and regeneration” 

Processes: 

• “Having a coordinator to best direct volunteer efforts so time doesn't get wasted when it could be used better elsewhere. Eg bushfire food relief.” 

• “Addressing the [other Focus Areas] will naturally flow on to enhancing Volunteer Support and Culture.” 

• “Coordination of a quick support network and a good follow up program… End point = wildlife is rehabilitated or clear strategies and veterinary 

support for euthanasia.” 

• “Only take on projects that have been assessed for success, via a careful planning process...just like business planning approaches. Lead by fact 

not emotion.” 

• “Any disputes in the caring community are addressed and resolved by an agreed supporting body. “ 
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Policies and procedures 

• “A charter of values & culture expected by all involved in the sector.” 

• “SOPs for bullying would be a way to ideally manage the problem prior to it becoming a problem. SOPs should present the management 

processes for dealing with this issue.” 

• “Carer support should be another SOP, where the likely networks are readily available for accessing without the carer having to do the research 

and asking, sometimes pleading, to get support. “ 

• “SOP for times when we have a conflict of interest or reason to make a statement of concern/complaint about another person/organisation within 

the sector” 

• “Carers are passionate people which is great, but issues should be addressed in a formal manner with a higher body looking into issues and 

breaches. Zero tolerance for inappropriate behaviour/conduct towards others, no matter what the situation or who the person is, should be 

enforced. “ 

• “Carers need to be encouraged to share the load of animals coming into care. Better method of animal distribution to avoid burn out. Perhaps a 

limit on number of animals in care?” 

• “Social media - stop confrontation “ 

• “An all-inclusive environment that provides periodic checks with rehabilitators to see that needs are being met and voices are being heard.” 

• “More regulation” 

• “An agreement should be drawn up by social media groups about what is suitable to be discussed…especially where veterinary advice is 

requested. “ 

• “Vetting of members “ 

Training, induction and recognition of prior learning: 

• “Training , training and training” 

• “More training” 

• “More opportunities for continued education (courses) and outlets for rehabilitators to get together, either in-person or virtually.” 

• “Info packs [for new carers] with what where when how and why. “ 

• “Teach [carers] to answer, reply, give feedback, be polite, helpful and down to earth.” 

• “Increase wildlife care by actually pairing animal needs with carer education, not just experience over time. A new carer may have been a 

veterinary nurse or worked in human ICU and therefore has greater knowledge than a carer who has years of caring. Yet these people are not 

well utilised and their skills, knowledge and education are wasted” 

• “Sensitive encouragement and rewards for carers that need to update and improve their methods.” 
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• “Better Mentors. Better training. “ 

• “Education and training needs to be compulsory and widespread and non-negotiable.” 

• “Wildlife education for vets” 

Communication: 

• “Continued updates from DPIPWE about resources and/or improvements in the system.” 

• “Provide a regular newsletter with stories of carer’s experience and updates on effective techniques and interventions.   “ 

• “Presentations by local vets on aspects of wildlife care.” 

• “Better communication “ 

• “Resolve issues with Xmatters - system for those who aren't able to get it” 

• “Barriers to communication need to be removed and communication centralised (e.g. Facebook is not an effective or impartial means of 

communication).” 

Broader community: 

• “Community education” 

• “Public education and campaigning.” 

• “Acknowledgement e.g. on national volunteer week no one has thought to acknowledge wildlife carers in Tasmania.” 

• “Pride in the community in what is being achieved by the carers and volunteers.” 
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6 Other Comments 

In this section of the report, we have included new ideas that were raised in the final question of the survey, which asked for ‘any other comments’. We 

have also included comments from other questions in the survey that did not directly relate to the Focus Area.  

• Potential sources of funding for the sector: 

o “Perhaps subsidies for wildlife vet bills could come from government through automobile or hunting fees (since these are major culprits in 

orphaned and injured wildlife). Land developers should also contribute to the fund. Wildlife rehabilitation subsidies could be collected and 

administered through DPIPWE.” 

o “Costs are prohibitive in the absence of State financial support. Financial and in kind support will greatly assist in Succession Planning. I am 

associated with organisations who have expressed interest in provid[ing] financial (and organisational) assistance towards achieving this goal 

provided a workable and effective structure or model can be established. I would like to explore these matters to see if some of my ideas 

could turn to reality.” 

• Best practice approaches: 

o “Wildlife care is a worldwide practice and we need to run a group that can feel equal with the best practice anywhere.“ 

o “I would be interested to know if best practice in other states and territories is being reviewed as part of the current work to improve 

outcomes for injured and orphaned wildlife in Tasmania.” 

• Public education and culture change:  

o “Growing up in Victoria and now living in Tasmania I also see a major challenge to animal rehabilitation as the culture of killing [shooting] 

here… This is a cultural issue that needs to be addressed early on... This and the terrible state of roadkill here in Tasmania are two issues I'd 

focus on. Prevention is better than reactive approach.” 

• Other wildlife-related laws and policies: 

o “DPIPWE are allowing the killing of wallabies for pet food. What is the point of raising joeys to be released then killed for pet food?” 

o “Negative attitudes towards wildlife within the primary industries sector” 

o “I do not agree with the culling of our wildlife. You raise a joey then release it and next thing you know that area where it was released was 

going to be culled.” 

o “We need also legislation and we need the laws to change to support wildlife, and animal welfare, this should be a priority as well.” 

o Habitat destruction 
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7 Survey Questions 

A copy of the survey questions is below. 

No. Question 

Introduction 

In March 2021, the Department of Primary Industries Parks Water & Environment (the Department) organised a workshop with representatives 

from the wildlife rehabilitation sector (the sector) to begin the process to develop a more strategic approach to community-based wildlife 

rehabilitation 

in Tasmania. Development of a Wildlife Rehabilitation Sector Strategy for Tasmania was agreed as critical for guiding an effective and 

sustainable sector moving forward. Participants in the workshop endorsed the creation of a Coordinating Body to oversee the development of 

the Strategy. 

The Department has engaged WLF Accounting & Advisory to facilitate the project, including the facilitation of this survey. The survey has been 

designed to gain an understanding on your opinion on the following 5 topics: 

• Community Engagement 

• Standards of care and training 

• Recruitment, retention and succession planning 

• Wildlife Rehabilitation Coordination; and 

• Volunteer Support and Culture 

All questions are optional. The answers that you provide will be anonymous. 

If you need help to complete this survey, please contact the Coordinating Body: 

Email: CoordinatingBody@dpipwe.tas.gov.au  Phone: 6165 4350 

mailto:CoordinatingBody@dpipwe.tas.gov.au
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No. Question 

1.  What is your role in the sector? You can select more than one option. 

 Member of Bonorong Wildlife Rescue 

 Member of Tasmanian Emergency Animal Management (emergency response) 

 Member of Central Highlands Wildlife Group 

 Member of wildlife rescue and rehabilitation groups (other) 

 Individual wildlife rehabilitator 

 Member of The Tasmanian Wildlife Rehabilitation Council (TWRC) 

 Member or Employee of a specialist wildlife rehabilitation facility 

 Member of Wildcare Employee of a Private Veterinary Clinic 

 Employee/Volunteer of a Wildlife Park or Zoo 

 Other (please specify) 

Community Engagement 

The questions on this page are about Community Engagement - How the sector interacts and collaborates with the broader community on the 

topic of injured and orphaned wildlife. 

2.  In your opinion, what does excellent Community Engagement look like? 

3.  How close are we to what you have described above?  

 

4.  Please list up to three (3) things that would need to change in order to improve the score in the above question. 
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No. Question 

5.  Are you interested in attending a workshop about Community Engagement? Workshops will be held in August 2021, date and venue to be 

advised. 

• No, I don't want to attend a workshop 

• Yes, I'm interested - I will register myself 

• You can register your interest by emailing CoordinatingBody@dpipwe.tas.gov.au or phoning the Department on 6165 4350. 

• Yes, I'm interested - please register my interest. Please provide your email address and/or phone number. Your answer to this question 

will be kept separate from your answers to other questions. 

Standards of Care & Training 

The questions on this page are about Standards of Wildlife Care and Training - 

• The techniques used to treat injured and orphaned wildlife (in the case of veterinarians), 

• The techniques used to rehabilitate injured and orphaned wildlife (in the case of rehabilitators) injured and orphaned wildlife, and 

• How those techniques are taught or passed on. 

6.  What is your idea of excellent Standards of Wildlife Care? 

7.  How close are we to what you have described above?  

 

8.  In your opinion, what would Training for wildlife veterinarians / rehabilitators look like if it was working really well? 

9.  How close are we to what you have described above?  

 

10.  Please list up to three (3) things that would need to change in order to improve the score in the above questions. 
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No. Question 

11.  Are you interested in attending a workshop about Standards of Wildlife Care and Training? Workshops will be held in August 2021, date and 

venue to be advised. 

 No, I don't want to attend a workshop 

 Yes, I'm interested - I will register myself 

 You can register your interest by emailing CoordinatingBody@dpipwe.tas.gov.au or phoning the Department on 6165 4350. 

 Yes, I'm interested - please register my interest. Please provide your email address and/or phone number. Your answer to this question 

will be kept separate from your answers to other questions. 

Recruitment, retention and succession planning 

The questions on this page are about Recruitment, Retention and Succession Planning - the way that wildlife rehabilitators are brought into to 

the sector (Recruitment), continue on as a rehabilitator (Retention) and how we plan for other people to take on existing sector roles in the future 

(Succession Planning). 

12.  In your opinion, what would Recruitment, Retention and Succession Planning look like if it was working really well? 

13.  How close are we to what you have described above?  

 

14.  Please list up to three (3) things that would need to change in order to improve the score in the above questions. 

15.  Are you interested in attending a workshop about Recruitment, Retention and Succession Planning? Workshops will be held in August 2021, 

date and venue to be advised. 

 No, I don't want to attend a workshop 

 Yes, I'm interested - I will register myself 

 You can register your interest by emailing CoordinatingBody@dpipwe.tas.gov.au or phoning the Department on 6165 4350. 

 Yes, I'm interested - please register my interest. Please provide your email address and/or phone number. Your answer to this question 

will be kept separate from your answers to other questions. 
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No. Question 

Wildlife Rehabilitation Coordination 

The questions on this page ask about Wildlife Rehabilitation Coordination - how the sector coordinates the rescue, veterinary treatment, 

rehabilitation, and release of injured and orphaned wildlife. 

16.  In your opinion, what would Wildlife Rehabilitation Coordination look like if we did it really well? 

17.  How close are we to what you have described above?  

 

18.  Please list up to three (3) things that would need to change in order to improve the score in the above question. 

19.  Are you interested in attending a workshop about Wildlife Rehabilitation Coordination? Workshops will be held in August 2021, date and 

venue to be advised. 

 No, I don't want to attend a workshop 

 Yes, I'm interested - I will register myself 

 You can register your interest by emailing CoordinatingBody@dpipwe.tas.gov.au or phoning the Department on 6165 4350. 

 Yes, I'm interested - please register my interest. Please provide your email address and/or phone number. Your answer to this question 

will be kept separate from your answers to other questions. 

Volunteer Support and Culture 

The questions on this page ask about Volunteer Support and Culture - the values and behaviours of the sector and how you as a community 

volunteer are supported to undertake your role within the sector. 

20.  What does excellent Volunteer Culture and Support mean to you? 

21.  How close are we to what you have described above?  
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No. Question 

22.  Please list up to three (3) things that would need to change in order to improve the score in the above question. 

23.  Are you interested in attending a workshop about Volunteer Support and Culture? Workshops will be held in August 2021, date and venue 

to be advised. 

 No, I don't want to attend a workshop 

 Yes, I'm interested - I will register myself 

 You can register your interest by emailing CoordinatingBody@dpipwe.tas.gov.au or phoning the Department on 6165 4350. 

 Yes, I'm interested - please register my interest. Please provide your email address and/or phone number. Your answer to this question 

will be kept separate from your answers to other questions. 

Any other comments? 

24.  Do you have any further comments or suggestions? 

Thank you! 

Thank you for your valuable time and contributions. 

If you have any questions about this project, please contact the Coordinating Body. 

Email: CoordinatingBody@dpipwe.tas.gov.au 

Phone: 6165 4350 

 



 

 

 


